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Author's response to reviews:

To BMC Editorial,
As per your email of July 5, 2004 the following changes have been made to our manuscript.
1. Title has had unnecessary capitalisations removed both from the manuscript file and the submission system.
2. Country is included in author's addresses.
3. Affiliations are changed to reflect the examples (ie: have included the street addresses as in the examples even though these are not part of the suggested format)
4. Have moved the Authors' contributions to go before the acknowledgments (but this is not after the methods section as suggested in your email. It is after the conclusion and competing interest sections.)
5. Have put references in square brackets, and changed them to normal font, not superscripted.
6. Have moved figures and tables after the references.
7. Have renamed graphs to figures.
8. Figures seem closely cropped on my layout.
9. Have removed the figure titles as suggested. Did NOT remove the tables titles as this was not requested but did wonder if this was to be done as well.
10. Have changed references to your format.

Hope these changes are acceptable.
Thanks for your time with our article.
Sincerely,
Karen Schultz